March 24, 2015

Melcher leads attack on teachers
Senator Jeff Melcher led the attack on teachers in the Senate today, convincing 19 others
to abandon the bill the Senate earlier approved 40 to 0 and reflected the agreement among
KNEA, KASB, KSSA, and USA/KS on improvements to the Professional Negotiations Act.
Melcher, who has focused his time in the Senate on stripping public employees of any
rights they might enjoy in law, offered an amendment on a PNA bill today that does four
things:
It ends fact-finding in the bargaining process,
It sunsets all current contract provisions on their next expiration date,
It bans the negotiation of salary provisions beyond "minimum salaries," and
It prohibits districts and unions from negotiation due process provisions in their
contracts.
In his summation on the Senate floor, Melcher told the body that teachers would
appreciate this bill because it would free school districts to increase their salaries and set
Kansas on the path to terminating 7 to 10% of all teachers. Melcher maintains that firing
these teachers will put Kansas top in the world in education.
Voting with Melcher to gut collective bargaining for teachers were:
Abrams, Arpke, Baumgardner, Bruce, Denning, Donovan, Fitzgerald, Holmes, King, Knox,
Lynn, Masterson, Olson, Pilcher-Cook, Powell, Pyle, Smith and Wilborn.
Voting to respect the education community's agreement on professional negotiations
were:
Bowers, Faust-Goudeau, Francisco, Haley, Hawk, Hensley, Holland, Kelly, Kerschen,

LaTurner, Longbine, McGinn, Ostmeyer, Petersen, Pettey, Schmidt, Tyson, and Wolf.
Present but not voting were:
Love and O'Donnell
Coming to the floor this bill had the support of KNEA, KASB, KSSA, and USA/KS. With the
Melcher amendment, all four organizations oppose the bill.
The bill will be subject to a final action vote sometime tomorrow.
It is critical that you contact your Senator TONIGHT by phone and email. Tell them that
these attacks on teachers must stop. Vote NO on HB 2326.
Click here to access a roster of Senators with their office phone numbers and emails.[1]
Debate on payroll deduction and PEERA bill halted
HB 2096 was taken up by the Senate today but after a vote on one amendment, the bill was
pulled from debate and set aside on the calendar. It could come up later so keep watching.
As the bill was being debated, an amendment was offered by Sen. Garrett Love that would
have stripped out the Baumgardner amendment. That amendment banned payroll
deduction for any voluntary contributions - union dues, United Way, car payments to
credit unions, etc. Baumgardner had argued if the state needed to get out of the business
of helping others collect money, then it should be applied fairly and not only to unions.
The Love amendment failed on a vote of 13 to 19 with 7 Senators present and passing and
one absent.
When the amendment failed, the bill was passed over. It could come back tomorrow.
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